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The social brain hypothesis (SBH) contends that cognitive demands associated with living in cohesive social groups favour the evolution of large
brains. Although the correlation between relative brain size and sociality
reported in various groups of birds and mammals provides broad empirical
support for this hypothesis, it has never been tested in rodents, the largest
mammalian order. Here, we test the predictions of the SBH in the ground
squirrels from the tribe Marmotini. These rodents exhibit levels of sociality
ranging from solitary and single-family female kin groups to egalitarian
polygynous harems but feature similar ecologies and life-history traits. We
found little support for the association between increase in sociality and
increase in relative brain size. Thus, sociality does not drive the evolution
of encephalization in this group of rodents, a finding inconsistent with the
SBH. However, body mass and absolute brain size increase with sociality.
These findings suggest that increased social complexity in the ground
squirrels goes hand in hand with larger body mass and brain size, which
are tightly coupled to each other.
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The social brain hypothesis (SBH) [1,2] postulates that the cognitive demands
imposed on individuals by living in complex social groups constitute a driving
force for the evolution of large brains. Individuals living in stable groups face
information processing demands associated with dyadic and polyadic social interactions needed to negotiate conflicts over the communal use of resources. Because
the SBH was developed to explain the extraordinary enlargement of brain size in
primates, including humans, it is not surprising that the strongest empirical support for this hypothesis came from studies correlating relative (and absolute)
primate brain size with various indexes of social complexity, including social
group size, grooming clique size, number of females in a group, male mating
strategies, deception rates and the frequency of coalitions (for a review, see [3]).
A correlation between relative brain size and the size of a social group probably
appears also in cetaceans [4]. In carnivores, ungulates, bats and birds, by contrast,
relative brain size is associated with bonded social organization (i.e. based on
stable pair bonds or female bonds) rather than large social groups [5–10]. Thus,
primate sociality seems to be different from that of other vertebrates. It has been
argued that bonded relationships have been generalized to all social partners in
the anthropoid primates [3,9]. In line with this notion, it has recently been
suggested that bonded sociality imposes a selective pressure favouring evolutionary encephalization (i.e. increase in relative brain size over evolutionary time)
across mammals [11]. Interestingly, to our knowledge, the SBH has never been
tested in rodents, the most speciose mammalian order.
Among rodents, the ground squirrels (tribe Marmotini) provide an ideal
model for testing the SBH in an explicit phylogenetic framework. They feature
very similar ecologies and share many life-history traits, e.g. they are all diurnal
and semi-fossorial, feed on omnivorous diet, occupy mostly open habitats and
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sexual dimorphism in brain size and tested its potential association with sociality and performed all analyses for males and
females separately. We assumed that female brain size would
be more tightly associated with social system complexity
than male brain size.

2. Material and methods
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The ground squirrels (tribe Marmotini Pocock, 1923; sensu [34])
form a monophyletic group within the family Sciuridae. They
are widely distributed in the Northern Hemisphere, inhabiting
grass-dominated biomes such as montane grasslands, temperate
grasslands (steppes, prairies), semi-deserts and tundras.
Endocranial volume was taken as a proxy for assessing brain
volume. In total, the endocranial volume was measured in 1526
museum specimens of 63 species (the mode 15 specimens per
sex-species category) from the tribe Marmotini. The museums
visited to collect this material are specified in the electronic supplementary material (table S1); museum identification numbers
of the examined skulls are available on request. Only adult
(dental wear pattern was used for skull ageing), undamaged and
located specimens were examined. According to a standardized
procedure described earlier [35], the endocranial cavity of the
skull was filled via the foramen magnum with lead shot
(diameter , 1 mm). Once the skull was filled, the lead shot was
decanted and weighed, and the weight subsequently transformed
to volume using a calibration line. All measurements were taken
by a single person (J.M.).
Mean body mass and the hind foot length were taken as
proxies for body size. Body mass is a composite measure of
body size integrating many aspects, and as such it is the most
often used measure in comparative studies of brain size [36]. However, at the same time, body mass varies in many ground squirrels
seasonally and it reflects the current individual body condition.
Therefore, we primarily used species mean body mass taken
from the literature (for references, see electronic supplementary
material, table S1). In 10 species, for which mean body mass are
not available we averaged the individual body masses obtained
from museum tags; data on body mass were missing for six species
(electronic supplementary material, table S1). On the other hand,
the hind foot in rodents stops growth relatively early in ontogeny
[37,38] and, as a measure of structural growth, it is much less
environment dependent. Hind foot length may be affected by
selective pressures on different locomotion styles, although we
expect this effect to be relatively less important in ground squirrels,
a group sharing the same primary way of locomotion and a predominantly terrestrial way of life. The data on hind foot length
were obtained from museum tags for all studied species (electronic
supplementary material, table S1).
The data on social organization were collated from the literature (for references, see electronic supplementary material,
table S1). The species were classified into five categories representing different grades of sociality as defined in [15]: 1 –
asocial, 2 – single-family female kin clusters, 3 – female kin
clusters with a territorial male, 4 – polygynous harems with
male dominance, 5 – egalitarian polygynous harems. Descriptions
of these grades are provided in the electronic supplementary
material. Importantly, it was shown that these social grades are
highly correlated with the social complexity index [28], a continuous metric which increases with the number of age– sex ‘roles’
interacting in a social group. The social grades are thus an appropriate measure to describe social complexity, as required for testing
the SBH. It has to be stressed, however, that although the species
are classified into discrete grades, the sociality scale forms a continuum from the least social (grade 1) to the most social (grade 5)
organization [15]. As an alternative way of classifying social
systems, we also coded sociality as a variable with two levels.
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reproduce usually once a year [12,13]. On the other hand, the
ground squirrels display levels of sociality which range from
solitary and single-family female kin groups to large groups
including both males and females [14,15]. The most complex
social systems probably evolved through several steps,
including the retention of daughters within the mother’s
range, relaxation of distinction between adjacent litters and
superposition of male territories, maintained beyond the
breeding season, over female ranges [15]. Solitary lifestyle is
considered ancestral for ground squirrels [15,16] and sociality
evolved repeatedly among them, e.g. twice just within marmots [17]. The repeated evolution of different levels of
sociality allows statistical testing of the effect of sociality on
brain size.
In asocial ground squirrels (hereafter referred to as social
grade 1), juveniles disperse shortly after weaning and social
interactions, even between kin, are mainly agonistic [15].
Asocial ground squirrels do not display complex social
relationships or social bonding (e.g. [12,18]) and, although
they can form aggregate associations under high population
densities, the rates of social interactions are very low [18].
Species living in single-family female kin groups (grade 2)
develop long-term social relationships among females,
which cooperate in territorial defence and anti-predator vigilance [19]. Animals occupy individual burrows, but related
females from neighbouring burrows closely interact and
defend a common territory, which can be held over several
generations [20]. In favourable habitat patches, female kin
clusters form large colonies counting several dozen individuals [12]. Members of a colony interact and recognize each
other by individually recognizable vocalization [21]. In
more social species (grades 3– 5), males are incorporated in
family groups, i.e. long-term social relationships are not limited to females and bonded association of males and females
also occurs [15,22,23]. Typically, a dominant male and several
related females and their offspring form a cohesive group, the
members of which are engaged in amicable contacts, the
communal use and maintenance of burrows, and defence of
a common territory from conspecifics from other groups
[15]. The social complexity of the egalitarian polygynous
harems (grade 5) may be further augmented by the presence
of an additional adult male(s) and non-reproductive helpers,
and by a complex dominance hierarchy within family groups
[15,22]. In species where both sexes disperse and groups
consist of related and unrelated individuals, social bonds
develop early in the ontogeny and greatly influence dominance rank, dispersal decision and reproductive success in
adults of both sexes (e.g.[24,25]). Some species are monogamous because males are not able to monopolize more than
one female [26,27]. Taken together, along a continuum of
sociality (social grades 1–5; for further details, see Material
and Methods and electronic supplementary material), there
are trends towards increasing social complexity and bonded
social organization [28], and therefore increasing relative
brain size would be expected according to the SBH.
In this study, we utilized ground squirrels as a model to test
the predictions of the social brain hypothesis by examining the
relationship between brain size and social system complexity.
Most species of ground squirrels exhibit male-biased sexual
dimorphism in body mass [29] and their sociality is primarily
based on social bonds among females [14,15]. Because earlier
reports have shown that social challenges may exert different
selection pressures on males and females [30–33], we assessed
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Figure 1. Regression of mean female brain volume on mean male brain
volume across ground squirrels. Note the extremely tight correlation between
these two variables. Although brain volumes in females are generally smaller
than in males, brain volumes in both sexes increase nearly perfectly isometrically. The solid line represents the phylogenetic least-squares
regression; the dashed line indicates the 1 : 1 relationship.
as a predictor, and brain volume and body size variables as
response variables, respectively. Interactions between the continuous predictor and sociality levels were not significant in any case.
We compared the fit of the models using Akaike information
criterion (AIC) values and ANOVA. When DAIC was ,2, the
models were considered equivalent, while the more complex
model was considered supported when DAIC . 2 [44,45].
Models with DAIC . 10 were considered substantially better
than the null model [44,45]. We also compared the null models
and the models after addition of a predictor using the sequential
sum of squares with the anova.pgls function in Caper. All these
analyses were performed in the Caper package for R [46].
We used an a level of significance of 0.05. Standard techniques, i.e. inspection of distributions of residuals and the plot
of fitted versus predicted values, were used to evaluate the fit
of statistical models. We did not observe any deviation in these
diagnostic criteria that would not be compatible with the usage
of the reported models.

3. Results
Species means of female and male brain volume are highly
correlated across the species of ground squirrels (figure 1).
Mean female brain volume strongly increased with
mean male brain volume across species (whole model F1,57 ¼
33 470.00, R 2 ¼ 0.998, l , 0.01; DAIC ¼ 280.19 in comparison
against the model without continuous predictor, i.e. mean
brain volume). The slope of the phylogenetic regression of
female brain volume on mean male brain volume was very
close to 1.0 (mean + s.e.m.: 0.996 + 0.005), while the intercept
was significantly lower than zero (20.030 + 0.009; p ¼ 0.002),
indicating that female brain volume increases nearly perfectly
proportionally with male brain volume across species, but
that females have on average smaller absolute brain volumes
than males. Differences in sexual dimorphism in brain
volume across species with known sociality are not associated
with diversity in social systems, as the addition of the sociality
factor does not improve the PGLS model fit (sociality coded as
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In this approach, we coded sociality grades 1 and 2 as 0, and grades
3, 4 and 5 as 1. This division is based on the expectation that different social organization should be associated with different
potential for brain size increase due to the stability of social
relationships among individuals [3,8 –10]. The social grades 1 –2
and 3–5 differ in the presence of stable, bonded associations of
males and females. In total, data on body size, brain volume and
sociality were available for 44 species (electronic supplementary
material, table S1).
Most species exhibit male-biased sexual dimorphism in body
mass [29]. The SBH predicts different selection pressures on
males and females in species where sociality differs between
the sexes [30 – 33]. Therefore, we tested for an association of
sexual dimorphism in brain volume with sociality across species
and subsequently performed all analyses for males and females
separately. We used means of body mass, hind foot length and
brain volume for each species –sex category as an expression of
these variables. Brain volume, hind foot length and body mass
were log-transformed before the subsequent statistical analyses.
Because species data are not independent, we performed phylogenetically informed analyses using phylogenetic generalized
least-squares (PGLS) models [39,40]. We used a time-calibrated
phylogeny published recently in [41] that was pruned to include
only the species in our brain volume dataset (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Four species (Ammospermophilus nelsoni,
Ictidomys parvidens, Urocitellus cannus and Urocitellus mollis) from
our dataset were missing in the phylogeny and were excluded
from the analyses.
We used the PGLS models to test for association of sexual
dimorphism in brain size with sociality and association of brain
volume with body size and/or sociality. In PGLS, the l parameter
is found by maximum likelihood [42,43]. This parameter potentially varies between 0, indicating no effect of phylogenetic
signal, and 1, corresponding to a strong dependence on underlying
phylogenetic relationships among species. In the PGLS models
testing the effect of sociality, we coded this variable as either a
series of dummy variables representing the aforementioned five
grades of sociality or as a 0–1 dummy variable. In models with
sociality coded as five grades, in addition to testing the main
effect of sociality, we also made four planned contrasts by changing which factor level was the reference level in the model. The
planned contrasts were (i) social grades 1 (asociality) versus 2
(single-family female kin clusters) contrasting asociality with
exclusively female sociality, (ii) grades 1 versus 3 (female kin clusters with a territorial male) contrasting asociality with a female
sociality in combination with bonded relationships among females
and a single male, (iii) grades 1 versus 5 (egalitarian polygynous
harems) contrasting the least and the most social grades, and (iv)
grades 2 versus 5 contrasting species with exclusively female sociality with the most complex bonded social relationships among
males and females.
We tested the association of brain volumes between the sexes
and scaling of sexual dimorphism in brain volume among
ground squirrels with a PGLS model with mean female brain
volume as the continuous dependent variable and mean male
brain volume as the continuous predictor. Subsequently, we
tested the association between sexual dimorphism in brain
volume and sociality by testing whether the addition of sociality
as a predictor into the PGLS bivariate regression model would
significantly improve the model fit in the subset of species
with known sociality. Further, we tested the relationship between
mean brain volume (dependent variable) and body mass or hind
limb length (continuous predictor). This model in a subset of
species with known sociality served as the null model for testing
the association of relative brain volume with sociality by testing
the significance of the addition of sociality. Finally, we tested for
an association of absolute measures of brain volume and body
size with sociality using analogous PGLS models with just sociality
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Figure 2. Brain – body scaling in ground squirrels. (a,b) Plot of species mean brain volume versus species mean body mass for males (a) and females (b) from the
tribe Marmotini; social grades 1 – 5 are colour-coded. The fitted lines represent the phylogenetic least-squares regressions showing the general relationship across all
species with available data.

0–1: F1 ¼ 0.49, p ¼ 0.48, DAIC ¼ 1.66; sociality coded as five
grades: ANOVA: F4 ¼ 1.75, p ¼ 0.16, DAIC ¼ 0.87).
Because of an extremely tight correlation between female
and male brain volumes (figure 1) and the lack of association of sexual size dimorphism in brain volume with social
systems across species, for brevity, we describe here the
results obtained for males only. However, the results for
females are shown in graphs and described in the electronic
supplementary material.
Brain volume strongly increases with body mass across
species of ground squirrels (F1,51 ¼ 260.30, p , 0.0001, R 2 ¼
0.83, l ¼ 0.60; DAIC ¼ 93.86 against the null model) showing
the close association between absolute brain size and body size
(figure 2). Sociality added into the PGLS model in species
with known sociality did not significantly improve the model
fit when sociality was coded as a 0–1 variable (ANOVA:
F1 ¼ 3.17, p ¼ 0.08; DAIC ¼ 1.28; the addition of sociality
explained less than 0.5% additional variation), but in the
analysis with sociality coded as five grades, the addition of
sociality was significant and explained 7.8% additional variation (ANOVA: F4 ¼ 3.61, p ¼ 0.014; DAIC ¼ 5.46). However,
specific contrasts did not support the SBH, as the asocial
grade 1 differs significantly neither from grade 3, characterized
by female kin clusters with a territorial male, nor from the most
social grade 5 (egalitarian polygynous harems), which in turn
did not differ from the social grade 2, characterized by singlefamily female kin clusters (t-tests: p . 0.12 in all three cases). In
sharp contrast with the prediction of the SBH, the asocial
species had significantly larger brain volumes relative to
body mass than ground squirrels forming single-family
female kin clusters, i.e. species belonging to the social grade 2
(t ¼ 4.13, p ¼ 0.0002). Moreover, neither sociality coded as a
0–1 variable nor as five grades was significant in the PGLS
models with hind foot length as the measure of body size
(see the electronic supplementary material). We can thus conclude that there is little evidence for a robust correlation
between sociality and relative brain size in ground squirrels,
and if any, it is counter to the prediction of the SBH.
In PGLS models, absolute brain volume was significantly
associated with sociality across species and more social species
tend to have absolutely larger brains. The model including
sociality coded as a 0–1 variable was significantly better than

the null model (ANOVA: F1 ¼ 11.30, p ¼ 0.002; whole model
R 2 ¼ 0.24, l ¼ 0.95; DAIC ¼ 7.15 against the null model).
The model with sociality coded as five grades (whole model
R 2 ¼ 0.33, l ¼ 1.00) also significantly outperformed the null
model (ANOVA: F4 ¼ 4.67, p ¼ 0.004; DAIC ¼ 9.18). From the
planned contrasts, the difference between sociality grades 1
(asociality) and 3 (female kin clusters with a territorial male)
was significant (t ¼ 2.78, p ¼ 0.008) and the difference between
sociality grades 1 and 5 (egalitarian polygynous harems)
nearly significant with t ¼ 1.90, p ¼ 0.06, all other specific contrasts were not significant. Body mass and hind foot length
showed similarly significant tendencies for larger values
in more social species (see the electronic supplementary
material). All these results demonstrate a positive association
between increasing sociality and absolute brain and body size.

4. Discussion
The analyses performed in this study do not indicate a positive association between encephalization (relative brain size
deviation from brain–body allometry) and sociality in
ground squirrels. Species living in single-family female kin
groups that share territory with males only during the
mating season (grade 2) tend to have the lowest encephalization; all other species, including solitary ones and those
living in complex social systems, have similar relative brain
sizes (figure 2). Thus, the complexity of the social system
does not drive the evolution of relatively large brains in this
group of rodents, a finding consistent with an earlier study
based on the restricted dataset [47] but clearly inconsistent
with the SBH. However, the degree of sociality is positively
correlated with body mass and absolute brain size. These findings raise the intriguing possibility that, among ground
squirrels, a certain minimal absolute brain size (c.f., figure 2),
rather than high encephalization, is needed to cope with the
cognitive demands of living in complex, stable social groups.
When data for females were analysed, one possible
link between relative brain size and sociality emerged (see
the electronic supplementary material) that was not present
in the data for males. Females in species without male–
female bonded relationships have significantly lower
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increased encephalization, provided that the degree of sociality
covaries with body mass and absolute brain size. Thus, a key
question to be answered is: why do the ground squirrels
respond to social challenges by a concerted increase of body
mass and brain size rather than by increased encephalization?
We suggest that two synergic reasons may account for this
highly unexpected phenomenon. First, as in strepsirrhine primates [66] and marsupials [67], seasonal shortages in energy
supplies may constitute a constraint on relative brain size in
ground squirrels. They inhabit environments that are characterized by pronounced seasonal changes in rainfall and
temperature. The vast majority of species (approx. 85%) hibernate or aestivate to overcome the inevitable periods of food
and/or water scarcity [12,13]. Because the brain is metabolically expensive and requires a sustained supply of energy
(for a recent review of the expensive brain hypothesis, see
[68]), it seems likely that hibernation, the most extreme adaptation for coping with environmental seasonality, prevents
the evolution of relatively large brains. Unfortunately, because
there were only two evolutionary transitions between yearlong activity and hibernation among the species included
into our analysis (data not shown), a broader phylogenetic
scope is needed in future studies to test the effect of hibernation
on relative brain size in rodents.
Second, fossil evidence and phylogenetic reconstruction of
ancestral states strongly suggest that the enlargement of body
size in ground squirrels from the tribe Marmotini constitutes
an adaptive response to the global cooling that started in
the early Miocene, i.e. some 15 million years ago, and resulted
in increased aridity, seasonality and expansion of low
productivity grassland ecosystems [69,70]. Ecophysiological
advantages of large body size include improved thermal
efficiency, more effective extracting of usable energy from
low-quality foods and enhanced capacity of fat storage.
Large body size is associated with slower postnatal development and delayed dispersal. Thus, owing to a short growing
season and increased need for social hibernation, the harsh
environment selects for increased social tolerance and retention
of subadult offspring in family groups [14,22].
Taken together, environmental seasonality probably constitutes a key factor promoting the evolution of sociality in
the ground squirrels and, at the same time, prevents brain
enlargement due to energetic constraint associated with hibernation. The present study suggests that the ground squirrels
respond to these antagonistic pressures by a concerted increase
in body mass and brain size. Owing to a tight correlation
between brain volume and body size, it was impossible to disentangle the causal relationships between sociality, absolute
brain size and body size. Therefore, it remains unclear whether
(i) sociality has directly driven increases in absolute brain size
or (ii) enlarged absolute brain size is a by-product of the enlargement of the body associated with the necessity to survive
prolonged periods of low food availability. Importantly, both
these evolutionary scenarios lead to an increased absolute
brain size providing the substrate for cognitive capacities
needed for living in stable social groups.
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encephalization than species exhibiting bonded association of
males and females, i.e. the significant positive association
between sociality and relative brain volume was found
when sociality was coded as a 0–1 variable and body mass
was used as a proxy for body size. Because the social
system of ground squirrels is matrilocal and primarily
based on female bonds [14,15], it is tempting to conclude
that, just like in primates and carnivores [30 –33], social challenges exert stronger selection pressures on females than on
males. However, the addition of sociality into the model
explained only a negligibly larger proportion of additional
variation (less than 1%) and thus might not be biologically
relevant. It is also not robust, as significance was lost when
an alternative proxy for body size was used. Moreover, this
result is not supported by data on the sexual dimorphism
in brain volume, which changes neither with body size
(figure 1) nor with social system complexity.
As noted above (see Introduction), in all taxa examined,
except for anthropoid primates and perhaps cetaceans, high
encephalization seems to be associated with bonded sociality.
Decoupling between these two variables appears to be rather
rare and has been reported in lemurs [48] and ground squirrels (the present study), and at least in some carnivores
[49,50] and ungulates [49]. The absence of a clear link
between relative brain size and social system complexity is
highly unexpected in ground squirrels, because they display
a remarkable interspecific variation in the occurrence and
strength of social bonds (see Introduction). One extreme is
represented by strictly solitary species that only pair for
short periods of time during the breeding season and do
not exhibit stable female bonds. At the other extreme there
are truly social species that show stable bonds among females
as well as between males and females. Assuming that social
bonds are cognitively demanding, this raises the question
as to why the stark differences in social group coherence
are correlated with absolute but not relative brain size in
the ground squirrels.
One can argue that encephalization might not be an accurate measure of cognitive capacity. The notion that higher
encephalization correlates with improved cognitive abilities
[51] has recently been disputed in favour of the absolute
number of cortical neurons and connections [52,53] or simply
the total number of brain neurons [54]. Indeed, a growing
body of evidence suggests that absolute brain size is tightly
coupled with its intrinsic complexity, which, in turn, provides
the substrate for cognitive abilities [55]. The proportional and
absolute sizes of the neocortex, the number of cortical areas
and total number of cortical neurons increase with absolute
brain size (for reviews, see [55,56]). This is in line with recent
findings that absolute brain size is the best predictor of species
differences in cognitive capacity [57–59]. Cellular scaling rules
strongly suggest that this applies also to rodents, despite
a lower neuronal density in larger rodent brains [60–62]. Explicitly speaking, of two rodents with similar encephalization, the
one with the larger brain would be expected to have superior
cognitive abilities [62]. On the other hand, an extensive body
of evidence suggests that high encephalization endows species
with improved cognitive abilities and behavioural flexibility
[63–65]. This is due to the fact that more encephalized species
have larger brains and, therefore, higher total numbers of
neurons than expected for their body size [62]. These arguments lend credibility to the inference that information
processing demands associated with sociality do not require
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